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WORKING TOWARDS AN AGREEMENT
To sign an agreement with the Universidad de Santiago de Chile, 3 steps must be followed.
1) Fill in, sign and submit the Formulario de Solicitud de Subscripción de Convenios (Agreement
Subscription Request Form)
2) Send the legal personality of who is signing as a representative of the counterpart.
3) Reach a consensus on the text proposed by the Department of International Relations.
IMPORTANT: The following detailed steps are mandatory to reach an interinstitutional cooperation
agreement, as established in exempt No. 2207 from 29 April 2016. In this exempt is also
established that the International and Inter-University Affairs Department (Departamento
de Relaciones Internacionales e Interinstitucionales, DRII) of the Universidad de Santiago de
Chile is the Department in charge of supervising every convention and agreement that the
other academic departments sign to strengthen the relations with other Higher Education and
Research Institutions, the public, private, and social sectors; as well with international agencies,
foundations and education advocacy agencies.
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STEP

2

Submit the “Agreement Subscription Request Form”.
You can download it HERE and after filling it in, it must be submitted to the
Departament of International Relations of our University, located in office
No. 102 in the Main Office Building.
This document requires basic information about the counterpart, previous
cooperation history, workplan and person in charge. This must include the
signature of the Dean and/or Director (if necessary).

Within 2 weeks you will receive an answer report about the compliance of
the internationalization policy criteria, which are: academic excellence and
international renown of the other university, promotion of university networks
involvement, regional and macroregional involvement, generation of advanced
human capital, and creation of strategic alliances at a national level. To search
for the position of a university in international rankings, press the logo of each
of the two most prestigious rankings at an international level.
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STEP

Send the legal personality of who is signing as a representative of
the counterpart.
The legal personality certifies that who is signing the agreement has legal
responsibility when legally representing the institution.
To facilitate and expedite the process, our Department has a serious
of agreement templates, endorsed by the Dirección Jurídica (Legal
Department), both in Spanish and English. Thus, we recommend using the
following formats:
CATEGORY

DESCRIPTION

Framework

Commits the institution in its entirety, promoting higher education
development, and scientific and technological research.

Specific
Cultural and
Scientific
Collaboration
Technical
Assistance, Training
and Internships

It commits a Faculty or Institute belonging to the University.
Develops joint actions orientated towards encouraging and
promoting cultural and scientific activities and urges to implement
a better quality of appreciation of art and culture.
Develops technical training programs, and education, training,
and/or internship projects.

International Student It allows to improve the educational opportunities of students
Exchanging
through exchanges between both institutions.
International
Academic
Exchanging
Project
Double Degree

It regulates and facilitates the exchange of academics and
researches between both institutions.
Development of scientific-technologic collaboration projects and/
or joint research plans on a defined length of time.
It regulates and allows for one or more students to receive a
degree from both institutions.
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STEP

Reach a consensus on the text proposed by the Departament of
International Relations.
The interlocutor for the negotiation of the agreement will be the International
and Inter-University Affairs Department or, failing that, the agreement’s
promoter, if she/he deems so.
Based on the workplan established in the Agreement Subscription Request
Form, our Department will make a draft proposal within 4 to 6 weeks since
the answer report is sent.

What is next?
• Once the consensual draft agreed upon both parts is finished, it will be
sent to our Legal Department for a legal review. Afterwards, a legal report
will be issued.
• If there are no observations, the signing will proceed. In case there are,
these will be included in the text.
• In the last stage of the process, our Department will coordinate the
signing of the agreement, by the respective authority or authorities of the
Universidad de Santiago de Chile, attaching the legal report. Subsequently,
the text will be sent to the counterparty to be signed.
• Our Department will handle the text’s resolution.
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CONTACT INFO

new agreements initiatives

Anoek van der Berg
Head of Department
anoek.vandenberg@usach.cl
/42

undergoing agreements

Gianina De la Barrera
Agreements Coordinator
gianina.delabarrera@usach.cl

USACH
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DRII

Avenida Libertador
Bernardo O’Higgins
nº 3363.
Estación Central

Casa Central
USACH
Oficce nº 102

/internacionales
usach

www.usach.cl

www.drii.usach.cl

/driiusach

(562) 2 718 00 00

(562) 2 718 00 44

/drii-usach

/driiusach
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